AXION eyePOD is a faucet-mounted, thermostatically-controlled eyewash that provides facilities with AXION Medically Superior Response® eyewash capabilities in an attractive, low profile, cost efficient design.

AXION's ground-breaking designs duplicate the methodology recommended by medical professionals. Inverted wash streams clear the eyes by gently sweeping contaminants away from the eye interior and nasal cavity, helping to reduce further victim injury.

AXION MSR offers your facility and users a complete safety solution.
The AXION® eyePOD® is certified by CSA to meet ASME A112.18.1/CSA B125.1 and ANSI Z358.1 standards for Emergency Eyewash and Shower Equipment. Product is compliant to NSF 61, California Health and Safety Code 116875 (AB 1953) and NSF/ANSI 372, along with all current Federal Regulations for the disabled including those in the Americans with Disabilities Act when properly installed on an ADA compliant faucet/sink with knee clearance installation.

The feature rich AXION eyePOD is the ideal solution for professional offices and educational facilities.

**MEDICALLY SUPERIOR RESPONSE** The trademarked inverted, laminar flow wash streams provide even, consistent and predictable stream height for greater user comfort.

**SLEEK DESIGN** The low-profile, stainless steel exterior is easy to clean and is unobtrusive in any setting.

**EASY INSTALLATION** Several industry standard adaptors are included with the eyePOD. Simply unscrew the existing aerator and replace it with the eyePOD. The unit will allow normal sink functionality when not in use.

**BUILT-IN SAFETY** The eyePOD features a built-in thermostatic safety valve that automatically turns off the eyewash when the water streams reach 100°F (37°C), diverting all water through the bottom of the unit. When the water falls below 100°F, the eyewash flows are restored.

**ANSI COMPLIANT** When installed correctly, the AXION eyePOD is certified by CSA to meet ANSI Z358.1 standards for Emergency Eyewash and Shower Equipment.

The AXION® eyePOD® is certified by CSA to meet ASME A112.18.1/CSA B125.1 and ANSI Z358.1 standards for Emergency Eyewash and Shower Equipment. Product is compliant to NSF 61, California Health and Safety Code 116875 (AB 1953) and NSF/ANSI 372, along with all current Federal Regulations for the disabled including those in the Americans with Disabilities Act when properly installed on an ADA compliant faucet/sink with knee clearance installation.

**EASE OF USE**

1. The downward orientation of the eyePOD eyewash nozzles, when not in use, keeps them free of dust and debris accumulation, and allows your faucet to function normally.

2. & 3. Rotating the front of the eyePOD one-half turn (in either direction) brings the eyewash spouts to the top and automatically resets the unit to operate as an eyewash.

www.axioneyepod.com
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